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and their tailing to two Dorr classifiers. From, the bin the concentrate is re-treated on another table, and then sent to the bullion room. The sand from the Dorr classifiers is reduced in two tube mills in a closed circuit with the Dorr machines, the fine palp being carried to a series of eight Johnston-Frue vanners. The concentrate from these joins that from the tables, while the tailing is thickened and rid of most of its contained mill solution in two tanks, 18 x 6 feet, and then enters the continuous agitation and thickening system, which is a feature of the mill. " The present method is continuous agitation in four of the five tanks in use, and washing in five thickening tanks. The piping used is automatic. Nearly all the gold and silver dissolved during agitation goes into solution in the first three tanks" (Conklin). Cyanide is added to the first agitation tank in a small stream of strong solution. The first thickening tank takes its supply from the last agitation tank; its clear overflow goes to the precipitation tank, while the thickened material, together with barren solution, forms the charge for the second thickener. The overflow from the remaining tanks is used as mill solution, and the underflow from each successive tank passes to the next one in the series, mixed with barren solution (or, in the case of the last one, with water), until finally it is discharged to the dump. It is claimed that u the most important fact developed in the operation of the mill is that the changing of the solution in contact with the pulp increases the extraction much more than either a longer time of agitation or the use of a stronger solution." The adoption of the continuous agitation principle has increased the extraction and enabled the use of a weaker cyanide solution, thus decreasing the loss of cyanide in the tailing moisture.
The metals in the solution issuing from the agitation tanks are precipitated by zinc in the form of shavings, and also as dust. The former is used in the ordinary type of zinc boxes, while the latter is added as a thick emulsion to the liquid in the precipitation tank. The precipitate is acid-treated, to rid it of zinc, and washed thoroughly. Finally, it is collected in a filter press under a pressure of 20 Ibs., again washed and dried by a current of air.
The accumulated precipitate is smelted with fluxes in a battery of electric furnaces,1 each 4- feet deep and 16 inches along both sides. The furnaces have a fire-brick lining, and are of the resistance type, the graphite electrodes being placed so that one just penetrates through the bottom of the furnace and the other enters the slag floating on the top of the molten metal. Alternating current is supplied at 60 cycles per second and 110 volts from a three-phase generator.
Yamagano Gold Mine, Satsuma, Japan, 1914?.
This mine, situated in the locality of Kagoshima, is the fifth largest mine in Japan in the order of tons of ore treated, and the second in the order of gold produced.2 Gold was discovered in this region early in the seventeenth century by ancestors of the present owners. Up to 1912 the district had yielded 1,200,000 ozs. of fine gold.
The ore is found in volcanic fissure veins, the country rock being composed principally of augite-andesite, tuff and volcanic conglomerate.
1 H. R. Conklin, Ewj. and Mng, J., June 15, 1912, p. 1189. i                2 "14th Financial and Economic Annual of Japan," 1914, pp. 58, 59.

